O2O (online to offline) commercial platforms, such as Yelp, play a crucial role in our daily purchases. Seeking fame and profit, some people try to manipulate the O2O market by opinion spamming, i.e., engaging in fraudulent behavior such as writing fake reviews, which affects the online purchasing environment. Manual fake reviews imitate honest reviews in many ways; hence they are more deceptive and harmful than botnet reviews. Several efficient methods have been proposed to detect fake reviews, but manual fake reviewers are evolving rapidly. They pretend to be benign users, control the velocity of review fraud actions, and deceive detection systems. Previous work has focused on the contents of reviews or the information of reviewers. We find that geolocation factors have potential and have been neglected in most studies. Our research indicates that geolocation can well distinguish between fake reviewers and benign users on an O2O platform. We propose a manual fake review detection model, the geolocation-based account detection model (GADM), which combines the AdaBoost model and a long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network to analyze a user's account and geolocation information, achieving 83.3% accuracy and an 86.2% F1-score on a Yelp dataset. We also propose a high-efficiency algorithm to detect review fraud groups.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the explosive growth of electronic commerce and social media, O2O (online to offline) commerce has become a hot topic. O2O refers to the use of online enticement to drive offline sales, and feedback from offline consumption can promote the online dissemination of products [1] . Different from traditional online shopping platforms, the consumption role of O2O is fulfilled offline. O2O closely connects online platforms and traditional offline stores. As on many online shopping platforms, feedback is a crucial part of O2O. Reviews of experienced users in the O2O environment can provide significant reference values for consumers and help them to make decisions. Opinions in reviews are essential to the evaluation and business volume of a target product on current O2O commercial platforms such as Dianping, 1 Booking, 2 and Yelp. 3 Positive reviews can bring profits and fame, while negative ones are harmful. Due to the pursuit of profits, deceptive reviews and manual fake reviewers appeared. These manual fake reviewers mislead, exploit, and manipulate social media discourse with rumors, spam, malware, 1 www.dianping.com 2 www.booking.com 3 www.yelp.com misinformation, slander, or even just ads [2] . Moreover, fake reviews themselves evolve quickly with the continuous and rapid evolution of social media, posing a significant challenge to the community [3] . Shops often hire people to secretly promote them. People hired to write fake reviews are called manual fake reviewers. These kinds of activities are called opinion spam [4] .
Researchers have worked on fake review detection for several years [5] . At the early stage, methods of opinion spam were elementary and easy to identify. Researchers proposed many approaches based on text analysis on the O2O platform [6] . Traditional machine learning methods could also be used to detect suspicious reviews [7] . The spotlight on fake review detection gradually shifted from text content to features and patterns. Some features, such as time [8] , ranking patterns [9] , topics [10] , and volume of events [11] , proved useful in fake review detection. These approaches introduced several new ideas. Commercial platform operators built systems to find deceptive and low-quality reviews [12] . Those systems helped purify the disordered review environment, but they also motivated fake reviewers to enrich their review content, and some skilled fake reviewers were able to deceive the system [13] . Fake reviewers have learned to control the rate of review fraud actions and disguise themselves as normal users. Hence classic detection approaches no longer work efficiently, and new detection methods and features are needed.
Account feature-based models have been proved efficient. Geolocation features also work well, especially on O2O platforms. We exploit a creative geolocation-based account detection model (GADM) to detect fake reviews on the O2O platform by adding the geolocation feature to the account feature-based model. GADM consists of two submodels. One analyzes users' account information using AdaBoost, which is a robust machine learning method, and the other analyzes address information to obtain geolocation features by long shortterm memory (LSTM), which is a deep learning algorithm. With the help of ensemble learning [14] , our GADM model can well combine accounts and geolocation features to achieve better performance.
Account information refers to the information in users' account profiles, including how many reviews they post and how many responses they receive. Account information has been proved useful in fake review detection. Geolocation information records the locations of offline activities, and is available in reviews. Our model uses longitude and latitude in geolocation information.
Geolocation has potential in fake review detection, especially on O2O platforms. Unlike other online shopping platforms, consumption is finished offline on O2O platforms, making the geolocation of an offline shop a significant feature for users. Both fake reviewers and benign users have geolocation records in reviews, forming a sequence in order of time. The position order of benign users fits human behavior, while fake reviewers pay it little attention. These differences cause distinctions in the statistics and the frequency distribution of geolocation features. After computing on a partially labeled dataset of reviews and reviewers, we found that fake reviewers and benign users show distinct distributions in their geolocation features.
The use of geolocation features in fake review detection has been discussed before. Zhang et al. [15] used geolocation features in online social networks (OSNs) to detect fake reviewers, and Gong et al. [16] used the LSTM model and check-in information in location-based social networks (LB-SNs) for malicious account detection. This work tells us that location information can reflect some features of fraudulent reviewers. They usually use the distance, latitude, or longitude of shops to directly represent geolocation features, which is less efficient. A more powerful and expressive way to use geolocation features is necessary. Account features and geolocation features are used to describe users from different perspectives, and most prior work only uses one of them, which has limitations in fraud detection. Deng et al. [17] used a hidden Markov model (HMM) to detect fake users. However, they neglected account information in users' daily activities. We combine account and geolocation features to achieve better detection performance by a synthetic model.
Apart from detecting manual fake reviewers, we propose an effective algorithm to identify review fraud groups. Wellorganized manual fake reviewers are malicious on O2O platforms. They can impact the market environment by organizing boost review fraud actions. Their detection is also essential in fake review detection. We propose an algorithm to find the relations among manual fake reviewers, and then find review fraud groups. Users whose actions are highly similar to those of known review fraud groups can be regarded as members of those groups.
Our work makes the following key contributions:
1) We add geolocation features to a traditional account feature-based detection model to detect fake reviews on O2O commercial platforms. 2) We build a GADM model that can combine account and geolocation information to detect manual fake reviewers by ensemble learning. Account information is analyzed by AdaBoost. We apply LSTM to describe the distribution distinctions of geolocation features between manual fake reviewers and benign users. GADM receives geolocation feature sequences and produces prediction results. 3) We propose an algorithm to detect review fraud groups, and organized manual fake reviewers are detected. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce preliminary concepts in section II. In section III, we present the design of the GADM model, and in section IV, we explore its application. The dataset, experiment, and evaluation are shown in section V. We conclude our research in section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Terminology
We first introduce some definitions in the manual fake review detection scenario.
Definition II.1. Shop: A shop is an officially registered online shop that holds a unique webpage on an O2O platform, containing detailed descriptions of the shop and a large number of reviews.
Definition II.2. User: A user is an officially registered account with a personal webpage on an O2O platform, containing a detailed personal profile and a large number of reviews the user has posted.
Remark II.3. We categorize all users as either benign users or fake reviewers. Benign users post honest reviews, and fake reviewers post fake reviews to promote target shops.
Definition II.4. Fake review: Fake reviews are posted by fake reviewers without consumption from the offline shops. Fake reviews contain fabricated texts and imaginary stories crafted to mislead consumers.
Definition II.5. Review fraud groups: Review fraud groups are well-organized manual groups of fake reviewers. Review fraud is the action of manual fake reviewers writing fake reviews.
B. Classification Algorithms in Manual Fake Review Detection
Spamming behaviors are categorized into types such as web spam [5] , e-mail spam [18] , telecommunication spam [19] , and opinion spam [4] . The manual fake review detection problem addresses opinion spam. It can be regarded as a binary classification problem or a ranking problem. The critical problem is the selection of approaches and models. Prior research has identified several approaches to the detection of manual fake reviews.
1) Texture-based Approaches: In 2008, when opinion spamming was first proposed by Jindal et al. [4] , researchers focused on the classification and summarization of opinions using natural language processing (NLP) approaches and data mining techniques. From 2011, researchers tried to improve methods of text analysis. Ott et al. [20] built a support vector machine (SVM) classifier using text features including unigrams and bigrams. Shojaee et al. [6] focused on lexical and syntactic features to identify fake reviews, and Chen et al. [21] proposed a semantic analysis approach that calculates the similarity between two texts by finding their common content words. Traditional texture-based approaches are simple, and could not reach high efficiency when manual fake reviewers began to enrich their fake review content.
2) Feature-based Approaches: From 2014, with the rapid development of machine learning, a number of such algorithms were applied to fake review detection. Li et al. [22] proposed a PU-learning (positive unlabeled learning) model that can improve the performance of Dianping's filtering system by cooperating with Dianping. 4 Kumar et al. [23] proposed an improved SVM model, dual-margin multi-class hypersphere support vector machine (DMMH-SVM), to solve the web spamming problem. Chino et al. [11] trained a log-logistic distribution model based on time intervals and volumes of events generated by users to fit users' behavior, and calculated the dispersion of reviews written by different users to identify those who are isolated from the majority. Li et al. [24] achieved an excellent result with a labeled hidden Markov model (LHMM) combined with time interval features to detect fake reviews in a sizeable Dianping dataset. The feature-based approach is a powerful weapon in fake review detection, but with the evolution of fake reviewers, new powerful features are needed.
3) Graph-based Approaches: From 2016, some researchers chose graph models to find relations among products, users, and reviews. A detailed graph model can even capture deceptive reviewer clusters. Agrawal et al. [25] demonstrated an unsupervised author-reporter model for fake review detection based on a hyper-induced topic search (HITS) algorithm. Hooi et al. [26] proposed the camouflage-resistant algorithm FRAUDAR to detect fake reviews in the bipartite graph of users and products they review. Chen et al. [9] proposed to identify attackers of collusive promotion groups in an app store by exploiting unusual ranking changes of apps to identify promoted apps. They measured the pairwise similarity of ranking change patterns, formed targeted app clusters, and finally identified the collusive group members. Zheng et al. [27] proposed an ELSIEDET system to detect elite Sybil attacks and Sybil campaigns. Feature-based approaches mainly focus on feature selection, while graph-based approaches attach more importance to patterns and links.
C. Long Short-Term Memory
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [28] is a feed-forward neural network using variable-length sequential information like sentences or time series. It takes a sequence (x 1 , ..., x T ) as input, and updates its hidden states (h 1 , ..., h T ). The output is (o 1 , ..., o T ), where T is the input time steps. From t = 1 to T , the output o t is computed by the following equations:
where U , W and V are the input-to-hidden, hidden-tohidden and hidden-to-output weight matrices, b and c are the bias vectors, and tanh(.) is a nonlinearity activation function.
LSTM [29] is an improved version based on the traditional recurrent neural network to deal with the problem that basic RNN can not learn long-distance temporal dependencies with gradient-based optimization. LSTM has a meticulous control over the information of input sequence by using three typical gate structure including the input gate, forget gate and output gate. An LSTM unit maintains a memory cell c t at time t. The output h t of an LSTM unit is computed by the following equations [29] :
where σ is a logistic sigmoid function. The input gate i t determines how much new memory is added to the memory cell. The forget gate f t determines the degree the memory cell is about to forget. The memory c t is combined with part of the existing memory and part of new memoryc t . The output gate o t decides the output.
There exist some prior works that apply RNN to fake review detection task. Ma et al. [30] used an efficient algorithm to split social media reviews into groups by time and compared the performance between basic RNN, LSTM, and GRU. Ren et al. [31] applied a gated recurrent neural network into sentence representations to detect deceptive opinion spam. Jin et at. [32] proposed an RNN model with an attention mechanism to fuse multimodal features for effective rumor detection.
D. AdaBoost Classifier
AdaBoost [33] is a typical ensemble learning algorithm that can improve a group of base learners to a strong learner. The mechanism of AdaBoost is: training the first base learner by the default training set first and adjusting the distribution of training samples according to the performance of the base learner, and then those misclassified samples will be paid more attention to. The next base learner will be trained by the adjusted training set. Iteratively, the algorithm stops when the number of base learners exceeds the default target value. Finally, those base learners are weighted combined. AdaBoost has those advantages compared with traditional binary classifiers [34] [35]:
1) The AdaBoost algorithm performs high precision 2) Easy to use and transplant. A plug-and-play algorithm 3) No need for feature filtrating 4) Base learners can be customized under the framework of the AdaBoost algorithm 5) Users need not worry about overfitting problem Due to the advantages above, we build an AdaBoost based model to detect fake reviewers by account features. AdaBoost has a better performance in fake reviews detection compared with other machine learning methods.
III. GADM: MANUAL FAKE REVIEW DETECTION MODEL
A. Structure Overview
In this section, we introduce our manual fake review detection model, GADM, which is composed of two submodels, the account detection model (Account-DM) and geolocation detection model (Geolocation-DM). The structure of our fake review detection process is shown in Figure 1 . It has three phases.
Phase I: Users' account and geolocation information is collected and processed for detection tasks. Statistical information, such as review numbers, is extracted, and all reviews and their geolocations are collected. Features must be processed for use in the next phase. Account features are formed as a vector, and geolocations as a sequence.
Phase II: Detection models are constructed to process account and geolocation features. Account features are input to Account-DM, which analyzes the account features using AdaBoost, and provides a prediction score of the user's identity. Similarly, geolocation features are input to Geolocation-DM, which analyzes the geolocation sequences by LSTM and produces a prediction score of the user's identity.
Phase III: The results of Account-DM and Geolocation-DM are synthesized by ensemble learning to make a final judgment of users' identities. The prediction scores from Account-DM and Geolocation-DM are input to the final linear classifier, SVM, whose result is the final assessment of users' identities. Table I lists the notions used in this paper.
B. Notions and Definitions
C. Features
GADM detects users by account and geolocation features, which describe O2O users from different aspects. Both are easily available from an O2O platform. As shown in Figure 2 , account and geolocation information is publicly accessible from user account webpages and reviews, respectively. The convenience of collecting features makes our detection system practicable and transplantable to many O2O platforms. Benign and fraudulent users have different behaviors based on the two features. The account feature describes a user's profile. It records users' historical statistics and their influences, such Number of reviews as numbers of reviews and friends. The geolocation feature records historical activity, including spatial and time sequence information. 1) Account Feature: Each user holds a registered account on an O2O platform. Accounts record users' historical activities and many useful statistics, like the number of reviews, useful reviews, and fans. Nine kinds of common and available statistics were chosen as account features, and their average values and standard deviations were analyzed for benign users and manual fake reviewers. The analysis results are listed in the following tables. Tables II and III demonstrate that those statistics distinguish much between fake reviewers and benign users. These features are used in the Account-DM model. Benign users interact with others much more than do fake reviewers. Account-DM can recognize and exploit the distinction in the fake review detection task.
2) Geolocation Feature: Consumers must consider geolocation information of shops, since offline consumption is an essential part of O2O platforms. Most O2O platforms collect users' geolocation information to recommend shops close to them, and users tend to choose shops near their homes. If a normal user purchases several times in a day, the locations of these shops should have spatial continuity because the movement track of a human also holds spatial continuity. However, fake reviewers consider employers' benefits much more than the locations of target shops; hence, their trajectories in a day can be abnormal. Figure 3 shows a fake reviewer's movement track in one day by collecting the geolocation information of the shops in the user's review list. If a user writes many reviews in a day, we use the offline consumption time instead of review time. Figure 3 illustrates the locations of shops and the user's movement track in a day. The green lines are the user's trajectories. These lines show that the user's movement track covered two cities and exceeded 410.2 km. Furthermore, even in only one city, the user's movement was disordered and covered a great area. Fake reviewers just receive assignments and never consider the practicability of achieving it in a short period.
IPs or MAC addresses are useful for analyzing geolocation information. However, these sensitive features are not easily obtained from many platforms. We propose a more straightforward location-related feature, radius, to measure the disorder degree of users' movement tracks. First, we introduce the definitions of review location, center point, and radius.
Definition III.1. Review location: Review location is the geolocation point of the shops that appear in users' reviews. It notes the location where a user purchased offline.
Definition III.2. Center point: Center point is the geometric Fig. 3 . A fake reviewer's movement track in one day.
center of the shops in a user's reviews. To determine a user's center requires two steps:
(1) Find the city that the user lives in.
(2) Find the geometric center of shops for which the user has posted reviews in the city where he or she lives.
Definition III.3. Radius: Radius is the distance between each review location and the center point. Figure 4 shows an example of the definition of the radius feature. Most of the review locations are in New York, so the center point is also in New York. The lines connecting the center point and each review location represent the interval distances between them, which are the radii for these review locations. The center point is the geolocation center of the user's most active area. If users are active in multiple cities that are distant from each other, then many errors will occur when measuring the center point if all review locations are considered. In Geolocation-DM, we only consider the city for which a user writes most reviews, and we calculate the center point from all review locations in that city. Expression (3) shows the calculation of center point C(lng c , lat c ), where lng c and lat c are the longitude and latitude, respectively, of the center point, n is the number of reviews in this city, and lng i and lat i are the longitude and latitude, respectively, of the ith review location, where i ∈ 1, 2 · · · n.
The radius feature is the shortest distance between two points on the spherical surface because the earth is approximately an ellipsoid. As shown in expression (4), the radius feature R i is the spherical distance between the location of each review i and the center point C, where R is the approximate radius of the earth.
A user's geolocation information is converted to radius features by the calculations introduced above. Figure 5 illustrates that manual fake reviewers and benign users show distinct distributions regarding geolocation features. Both their slopes and peak positions are much different.
Radius features reflect the distance between each review location and the center point. Each review holds a radius feature, and a sequence of reviews can form a new sequence of radius features. The radius sequence can reflect both distance and spatial continuity features, which is useful when modeling features. D. Modeling features 1) Account Detection Model: Account-DM exploits users' account information to identify suspect users. As shown in Table IV , there are nine dimensions in account features. Account-DM is a regression model. The model input holds nine integers, and outputs a float number r account ranging from 0 to 1. A user with a higher r account is more likely to be a benign user.
Account-DM exploits the AdaBoost algorithm to perform regression tasks. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the application of AdaBoost in Account-DM. In Algorithm 1, training dataset D contains n data samples. The pair of data samples (x i , y i ) contains a vector x i with nine dimensions, which represent the nine account features, and a label value y i ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 represents fake reviewers and 1 represents benign users. D t is the weight of data samples in D in the tth training iteration. h t represents the tth base learner trained from training samples. The base learner is responsible for practically classifying data samples in Account-DM, and the weighted combination of all the base learners gives a final classification result H(x). t is the error of h t . ω t is the weight of h t . Z t is the regularization factor that guarantees D t+1 is a valid distribution.
Algorithm 1: Account Detection Model based on AdaBoost
Input: Training dataset D = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), · · · , (x n , y n )}; Base Learner algorithm L; Iteration T; Weight distribution of Data sample D 1 (x) = 1 n 1 ;
First, h 1 is calculated based on the original dataset D and the initial data sample weight distribution D. All data samples initially have weight 1 n . In the tth iteration, Account-DM trains h t based on the latest data sample weight distribution D and dataset D. If t is larger than 0.5, then h t is even worse than a random classifier and must be abandoned. ω t is also calculated for the weighted combination. D t varies according to the last training results. It gives misclassified data samples larger weights so that they will be emphasized more in the next iteration. At the end of each iteration, Account-DM updates the current regression result, as shown in expression (5) .
After T iterations, Account-DM obtains a final classifier H(x), which is the weighted sum of all the base learners. In the experiment, the regression tree algorithm [36] serves as the base learner.
2) Geolocation Detection Model: All the reviews that a user has posted on the O2O platforms are collected for Geolocation-DM. Each review is written for a particular shop, whose geolocation is available to the public. The review sequence is available by listing a user's reviews and shops in the order of posting time. Next, the geolocation addresses are converted to longitudes and latitudes, and the center point C and interval distance R between each shop and the center point C is calculated, as described in section III-C2. These distances are also listed as a sequence in the order of posting time for each user. We refer to a distance sequence as a review radius sequence Seq R .
Geolocation-DM performs the regression task for Seq R . The model input is a float vector Seq R , and the model output is a float number r geo ranging from 0 to 1. Like Account-DM, samples with a higher r geo are more likely benign users. Since Seq R is strongly related to time sequences, a neural network approach, the LSTM model, is applied in Geolocation-DM. A single-layer LSTM can perform well enough, since our dataset is not too large, and the input dimension is 1. A drop-out mechanism is added to Geolocation-DM to avoid overfitting. Some important parameters of Geolocation-DM are listed in Table V . 
Loss function mean square logarithmic error:
As the elements of Seq R are entered in Geolocation-DM in turn, its weight values are continually updated. After all elements are input, a final result r geo is available at the output gate. Since the radius sequences are processed by batches in Geolocation-DM, the lengths of input sequences Seq R need to be in accordance. A maximum input length L max = 200 is set in Geolocation-DM. If the lengths of data sequences are less than 200, Geolocation-DM will fill the data samples with zeros at the ends of sequences. If the lengths of data sequences are greater than 200, then Geolocation-DM will delete entries after 200 in the sequences. A masking layer in Geolocation-DM is added to filter the data with the value zero to eliminate errors caused by the filling operations.
3) Model Combination: The account information of a suspect user will be input to Account-DM and a result r account will be output, the user's review sequences Seq R will be input to Geolocation-DM, and another result r geo will be output. To combine the two kinds of detection models, we refer to stacking thoughts in ensemble learning. A new classifier, taking r account , r geo , and the number of reviews of the user N o review as input data, is trained, and it provides a final judgment to identify the user. This is also why we choose regression models rather than discrimination models as submodels.
Our detection system exploits SVM as the final linear classifier. The model's inputs are two float detection results, r account and r geo , and the user's number of reviews, N review . The model's output is an integer, r f inal ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 and 1 respectively represent fake and benign users. The sigmoid function serves as the kernel function of SVM. Expression (8) shows the sigmoid function:
As introduced above, we have achieved the synthesis of account and geolocation information by combining Account-DM and Geolocation-DM. The evaluation and analysis will be demonstrated in section V.
IV. APPLICATION OF FAKE REVIEW DETECTION MODEL
We now discuss the application of GADM. We focus on detecting review fraud groups, which are common on O2O platforms. Fake reviewers are always organized, and they rarely write fake reviews alone. A possible situation is that a store owner needs to improve his store's reputation on the O2O platform in a short time, for which he seeks review fraud groups. It is unlikely that a shop owner hires fake reviewers for a long period, due to their cost.
A. Review Fraud Group Detection Algorithm
Fake reviews from the same group are similar and strongly related. Fake reviewers tend to write fake reviews for target shops in a short period. We exploit this feature and propose an algorithm to find review fraud groups. Algorithm 2 shows the review fraud group detection. A fake reviewer graph G is created, whose each node represents a fake reviewer, and G initially has no edges. At first, reviews in a shop can be calculated by time. Then the algorithm travels all reviews by shop. If two fake reviewers write reviews for the same shop in a short time window, an edge connecting them will be added to G. If two fake reviewers write reviews for the same shop in a short time window twice or more, then the weight of the edge connecting them will increase. After traveling all the fake reviews, the fake reviewer graph G is completed. We can detect review fraud groups according to the edges and weights in G.
Next, we analyze the time complexity of our algorithm. Another approach needs to travel all pairs of fake reviewers, analyze their reviews, and make a judgment. Suppose there are n fake reviewers, everyone holds p reviews on average, and using a sort algorithm to speed up, the time complexity of the traditional approach is O(n 2 plog(p)). However, our detection algorithm decreases the calculation cost by traveling shops rather than fake reviewers. In our detection algorithm, we only need to travel shops once and find the reviews whose time intervals are less than the threshold. Sorting reviews by time also increases efficiency. Suppose there are m shops, each holding q reviews on average, and the time complexity of our detection algorithm is O(mqlog(q)). Since the total number of fake reviews is constant, an equivalence expression is shown in (9):
The time complexity improvement rate of our detection algorithm is
In summary, our detection algorithm sharply decreases the time complexity, making the detection of review fraud groups on scalable datasets more efficient. The experimental results are shown in section V.
B. Potential Fake Reviewer Detection
Review fraud group detection has a significant application. Once a review fraud group is revealed, the potential fake reviewers belonging to this group are likely to be found. A potential fake reviewer is one who is misjudged by the detection model as a benign user. We propose a potential fake reviewer detection algorithm based on review fraud group detection.
Algorithm 3 addresses potential fake reviewer detection. A graph G which contains all users is built as vertices. Edges in graph G indicate how often two users review the same store in a short time. Once graph G is built, potential fake reviewers can be easily found. The key idea is that a user who often performs review fraud action collaboratively with fake reviewers from the same review fraud group can be regarded as a potential fake reviewer belonging to this group.
For a user u i , a list of fake reviewers, list i , is available from graph G , which contains fake reviewers who have edges with u i in graph G . The algorithm sums the weights of fake reviewers in the same group, and obtains a list of groups, group i , which contains the total collaborative fraud actions times between user u i and fraudulent reviewers in each group. W i is the sum of weights of all edges between u i and fake reviewers in list i . The maximum weight in list group i is max i . If equation (11) is satisfied, then user i can be considered a potential fake reviewer. W and R are thresholds. M is a float number between 0 and 1, and R is a positive integer. max(W i * M, R) guarantees that the suspicious user's most collaborative reviewers from the same group by W i * M and it avoids coincidence by R. If a user's collaborative reviewers are evenly distributed in many groups, or the user only has one or two collaborative fraud actions in total, then max i will be less than max(W i * M, R), and the user will not be regarded as a fake reviewer.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe the dataset, introduce the experiment, and evaluate the performance of GADM and its applications.
A. Dataset Description
Dataset. We choose a real-world dataset, which is the Yelp dataset used by Santosh et al. [8] . It is a partly labeled dataset, containing user profiles, review information, and shop information. For the labeled part, reviews are labeled as fake or benign reviews by Yelp's filtering system. The dataset information is shown in Table VI . It contains 3, 142 labeled users out of 16,941 total users, and 107,264 labeled reviews out of 760,212 total reviews. There are 20,267 fake reviews among 107,624 labeled reviews. Some users only posted benign reviews, some users only posted fake reviews, and some users posted reviews of both classes. A clear boundary is necessary to cluster two kinds of users. We refer to Nilizadeh's work [10] , calculate the filter rate (the percentage of filtered reviews out of all reviews) of each user, and set a boundary filter rate to cluster two kinds of users. The dataset has the characteristic that the filter rate of each user is distributed either in the range of 0-20% or 90%-100%. To separate fake reviewers and benign users, a classification standard is set. Users whose filter rates are higher than 90% are regarded as fake reviewers, and those with filter rates lower than 20% are regarded as benign users. Under this standard, there are 1,299 fake reviewers out of 3,124 labeled users. Users holding few reviews must be excluded from the dataset to decrease unexpected errors. There are 1,796 labeled users and a total of 11,917 users left if the review number threshold is set as 5 . Ground-truth dataset. We rely on the Yelp filtering system for labeling. This system can filter some typical inferior quality and fake reviews. These officially labeled reviews are qualified as the ground-truth dataset. Some prior work used manually labeled data for the fake review detection task. However, manual work is tedious and subjective. Manual labels have difficulty producing excellent results.
B. Model Evaluation
In this section, we present the experimental implementation and evaluation of GADM. The geolocation features are calculated by latitudes and longitudes of every review shop. These are translated from Arcgis map addresses by a Python package named geocoder. Parameters of GADM are trained from the training dataset, upon which the evaluation is based. The training and testing datasets are disjointed parts in labeled data. The ratio of manual fake reviewers and benign users in labeled data is unbalanced, and is about 1 : 3 . Manual fake reviewers on real O2O platforms form a minority. Classifiers are required to hold the resistance to the interference from the unbalanced dataset. Many traditional classification algorithms perform poorly in such a situation, while GADM can tolerate the impact of large volumes of misleading data and precisely recognize the minority manual fake reviewers.
GADM must be compared to other approaches to show its performance advantages. Some traditional supervised classifiers are selected as a comparison group, since GADM is a supervised method. The comparison groups contain four typical classification algorithms: Gaussian naive Bayes (Gaussian NB), k-nearest neighbors (KNN), another LSTM network with review time interval as features and SpamTracer [17] which analyzing geolocation features by Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The first two comparison models receive several account characteristics (e.g., number of friends and reviews) from the dataset and output the prediction of fake reviewers or benign users. Our experiment uses 10-fold cross validation (CV) to guarantee the evaluation result. All models and their results are presented below.
(1) Gaussian NB: A Gaussian naive Bayes classifier receives account information. The evaluation of models is based on four acknowledged standard performance measures: accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. Figure 6 illustrates the four performance measures of all five models and shows that GADM performs most stably in all four measures. Gaussian NB holds the highest precision but performs poorest in the other three measures. KNN, Time, and SpamTracer perform with almost the same precision as Geolocation-DM and Account-DM, but they still fluctuate much, and they fall far behind the two submodels in other measures. This is reasonable because a poorly performing model will fluctuate on these measurements. For example, if a model is not sensitive in classifying a user as a fake user, the model will have higher precision, but the recall will be lower. Our two submodels perform better than the first three comparison models. The final model, GADM, has higher recall, accuracy, and F1-score, and the same level of precision as the two submodels, which means our ensemble model improves performance in detecting manual fake reviewers. In summary, GADM is the most stable model in our experiment.
We find that Gauusian NB has high precision but low accuracy, indicating that it has high accuracy in identifying fraudulent users, and for benign users, Gaussian NB performs poorly. To verify this, we estimate models' detection abilities for benign and fraudulent users. The results are shown in Table VII . The result verifies it, and shows that Gauusian NB overfits for fraudulent users and our proposed model can combine the advantages of the two sub-models. In conclusion, GADM has excellent stability and performs above average in all four measures under an unbalanced dataset. With interference from an unbalanced dataset environment, these classical approaches cannot find a compromise among those measures. GADM improves two sub-models' performance by ensemble learning.
C. Account-DM vs. Geolocation-DM 1) Diversity: Apart from accuracy evaluation, the evaluation of diversity among sub-models is necessary. There are two main diversity measures: the disagreement measure and correlation coefficient. A prediction contingency table of models h i and h j is shown in Table VIII for a given dataset D = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), ..., (x m , y m )} and y i = {+1, −1} in a binary classification task. The measure value a represents the number of samples that both h i and h j predict correctly, b represents the number of samples that h i predicts correctly and h j predicts incorrectly, and so are c and d. Based on the prediction contingency table, we calculate two main diversity measures for pairs of submodels Account-DM and Geolocation-DM: 1) Disagreement measure
The value of dis belongs to [0,1]. A larger dis represents a better diversity measure between Account-DM and Geolocation-DM. The value of ρ belongs to [-1,1] . If Account-DM is independent of Geolocation-DM, then ρ will be 0.
A positive value of ρ shows a positive correlation between Account-DM and Geolocation-DM, and vice versa.
The disagreement measure between the two submodels is dis = 0.26, and the correlation coefficient is ρ = 0.46. Geolocation-DM and Account-DM have a high disagreement, which means that the two models perform a remarkable diversity. The high disagreement measure and correlation coefficient make it possible to combine the two submodels by ensemble learning.
2) Importance: We use random forest [37] , a machine learning method, to test the importance of Geolocation-DM and Account-DM in the ensemble model GADM. Our ensemble model is fed with three features: two detection results of the submodels, r account and r geo , and the user's number of reviews, N review ; their importance ratios are listed in Table IX . The Account-DM and Geolocation-DM results are much more important than the number of reviews. 
D. Detect Review Fraud Groups
We proposed an approach to detect review fraud groups in section IV. We will evaluate its performance by applying the group detection algorithm on the completely labeled dataset. Figure 7 shows part of the visualized graph G output by the group detection model. The thickness and color of edes represent the frequency with which pairs of fake reviewers work together. Thick lines and dark colors represent that pairs of fake reviewers often conduct group work, and thin lines and light colors represent that pairs of fake reviewers sometimes conduct group work. The time window was set as three days, and 4,818 organized fake reviewers were found. Fig. 7 . Visualized graph G output by our group detection model. As we can see from Figure 7 , almost all the fake reviewers are connected, since it is common to find two fake reviewers from different review fraud groups working together by coincidence, even if just once. To eliminate the connections caused by coincidence, a threshold on edge weight is necessary, i.e., only edges whose weights are more than the threshold are considered meaningful. Figure 8 shows the individual review fraud groups our model found when the threshold of edge weights was 2 . Compared with Figure 7 , the boundaries of groups are more clear. It forms an unconnected graph. Each unconnected component can be regarded as a fraud review group. Fig. 8 . Visualized graph G after setting the threshold of edge weights.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a GADM detection model to detect manual fake reviewers on an O2O commercial platform. GADM improves traditional account-based fake review detection models by adding geolocation features. GADM detects manual fake reviewers by exploiting the unique distinctions of account and location features between fake and benign users. Our evaluation is based on a large Yelp dataset, and the results demonstrate that our approach can perform the fake review detection task with excellent accuracy and stability. We also proposed efficient algorithms to detect review fraud groups on an O2O platform, which help us to detect more suspicious fake reviewers.
